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Leading inspirational author and pastor Billy Graham shares words of wisdom and inspiration for

hope-filled living every morning and evening.Â  Billy Graham has touched millions of lives by

sharing the truth of the gospel. Now, by combining his popular devotionals Hope for Each Day and

Wisdom for Each Day, this special morning and evening devotional will help readers stay close to

the Lord throughout the day. Each morning readers can prepare their heart and mind for what lies

ahead, and then process the dayâ€™s events every evening in the presence and fullness of His

grace. Itâ€™s a beautiful means for abiding more in the One who is our true hope for each day.
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We bought this for my father-in-law who just turned 80 and in a nursing home. For him, devotions on

spouses, raising children and outside activities did not apply. It was difficult finding a devotional that

focused just on the individual's relationship with God and this was perfect. Having a morning and

evening devotional for him to read each day was also a plus. The cover is absolutely beautiful. If

you think the cover looks nice in the picture wait to you see it in person! There is a page to write

"gifting info" on which we also liked.This would be a wonderful book for any adult. Because of the

beautiful cover and sturdiness it would also make a nice family heirloom to pass down through the

generations.

I find Billy Graham to be a very inspirational writer. This book is designed to take you through daily

devotionals for a year. Each day I read them I always find something that touches me in a personal



way. I highly recommend this book.

Everything from the design of the book(which I love so dearly)to every message inside is incredibly

amazing! Billy Graham is an amazing writer, communicator, preacher, put whatever positive

comment you want, because he is truly that awesome!We are so fortunate and blessed to live in a

time where we can have immediate access to the greatest writers, authors in the world at the touch

of our finger! I love this book and believe it is one of my BEST books in my library! I even bought

another one for a friend. Any book you see of Billy Grahams' won't be a waste of time or money. He

writes and preaches the truth we all need to hear and he's not afraid to speak it, regardless of who it

offends. He's a divinely inspired straight shooter -, you always know where he stands because he

speaks the truth and you can trust him. I know you'll enjoy it and keep it in your resource library!

humbly his 4ever!

This is the best devotion book that I have ever read. Each day the stories are easy to apply to life.I

highly rcommend it!

"hope for each day morning and evening" is a new devotional by dr billy graham and it is a real

blessing to me and there is something special for my life every day and it seems to speak to me with

my different situations in my life and give me comfort and strenth and guiding words for the day. I

have several friends with birthdays coming up and I plan to give this wonderful book as a gift as it is

so meaninful.

I love the way Dr. Graham mentions problems and questions, then provides a verse from Scripture

that directly addresses the issue. His approach is always from the positive side and reading this

devotional morning and night filled me with hope. This is the first thing I read each morning and the

last thing I read each night. The perfect way to begin and end each day.

I discovered this book while visiting a friend who was at a rehab center. Each time I visited her I

would read one of the passages for that day. Each time I read one it said something that was worth

thinking and praying about.There are two devotions for each day a very short piece of Bible

scripture followed by Billy Graham's passage. I like that each one is short but full of insight. This

mostly does not careful analysis just clear statements from the word of God and Billy Grahams

thoughts on that passage. The analysis required is of your own heart and life.I also love that the



cover is beautifulI have owned several devotional books over the years but have rarely found one

that I looked forward to using on a regular basis and sharing with others. Hope for Each Day is the

exception.

Bill Graham does a wonderful job in making sure that you have your evening and morning

Devotions handy in one book! A must for anybody who wants to start the day off right, and to end

the day feeling loved.I hope that you have found my opinion to be helpful with your decision process

to purchase this item. If this is the case, and where  asks if this review helpful, please click "yes".

Thank you!
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